FNPF Members COVID-19 Relief

FNPF staff assisting members register for the myFNPF mobile app
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n April this year, the Fiji National
Provident Fund in collaboration with the
Government rolled out the first phase of
its COVID-19 withdrawals to provide some
relief for members who had been impacted
by the global pandemic.
Such withdrawals are enabled based on
the need and situation at the time.
The Fund has implemented three
withdrawal schemes to date for COVID-19,
as well as the announcement of a new
inclusion last week.
Also included are relief measures for
pensioners and employers.
To help members better understand the
details pertaining to the active COVID-19
withdrawals, the Fund will highlight
through this column, some common and
recurring questions.

Does the FNPF Act allow such
withdrawals?

Section 59 (1) of the FNPF Act 2011
empowers the Board to activate special
withdrawal schemes, such as the current
COVID-19. These decisions are made with
the interest of members and the overall
sustainability of the Fund in mind.

Has the Fund allowed such
special withdrawals in the past?

Yes, for Natural disaster withdrawals
such as Tropical Cyclone Winston and more
recently Cyclone Harold. FNPF had also
activated a special withdrawal during the
1987 coup.

FNPF has paid out millions for
COVID-19 so far – does it have
enough money to continue with
these withdrawal schemes?
So far, over 113,000 FNPF members have
been assisted in Phases 1 & 2 with a total
value of $87m - $65m paid by FNPF and $22m
by Government. The estimated cost of these
withdrawals have been factored by the Fund
in its operating budget and is well within the
Funds financial resources.
FNPF’s total assets is in excess of $7
billion of which cash and deposits are over
$500 million. The Fund also continues to
provide other types of withdrawals such
as full withdrawals, housing, medical,
education and funeral.

What happens to members
whose savings are being used for
these withdrawals?
It is very important to note that FNPF
members are only accessing their General
Account for all any early withdrawal,
including this COVID19 withdrawal scheme.
The Preserved Account is restricted and
can only be accessed when members reach
retirement, or under special conditions
for Housing withdra that these are their
retirement savings and wal. This is a
protection that the Fund has in place
to ensure that we keep in line with our
obligation to our members.
FNPF is mindful of the dire situation
some members are and will continue to
enable withdrawals for members who have
funds in their general account. However,
we have been advising our members to
be mindful ensure that their requests are
genuine.

How does FNPF ensure it has
enough funds to administer
these withdrawals while at the
same time ensuring there’s
enough funds for members’
retirement savings?

The Fund consults its actuary before
activating any special withdrawal scheme to
ensure that is complying with its solvency
requirements. For every $1 of a member’s
fund, the FNPF is legally required to set
aside $1.10 as solvency. This is an important
safeguard for the Fund. The Fund has $1.3
billion in surplus assets which should be
reassuring for members.

PHASE 2, ROUND 2
Who qualifies for the extended
Phase 2, Round 2 withdrawal?
This phase is for members who are still
unemployed or on leave without pay from
1st October 2019.

When will Phase 2 reopen and
do I have to reapply if I had
received my funds up to 18th
August?

This phase will open on Monday 24th
August and all members who are still
unemployed or on leave without pay and
had accessed $1,100 up to 18th August,
will need to re-apply if their status has not
changed.

How do I apply for Phase 2,
Round 2?

Members will continue to apply through
the myFNPF mobile App. Those that are
applying for the first time will need to
update their phone numbers and email
addresses with FNPF to enable them to
register for the myFNPF mobile App.

How much will members receive
for Phase 2 Round 2?
Fortnightly payments of $220 will
continue from 1st September.

PHASE 3
Who qualifies for Phase 3?

This phase is specifically for members
who are still working but on reduced hours
or wage rate.

How much will I receive in
Phase 3?

Members will be paid according to their
current work arrangement. Those who are
on reduced hours will be paid $22 for each
day they are not working.
Those members whose wage rate has been
reduced will receive $550 or $1,100 according
to percentage reduction in wage rate.

How do I apply for Phase 3?

Your application will be lodged through
the employer portal by your employer. You
will need to check and agree on the criteria
that applies to you, i.e. reduced hours or
wage rate.

When will I receive payments
for Phase 3?

Depending on the date the application is
approved and received by the Fund.
Members will receive their funds
according to the payment dates that have
been publicized.

I accessed Phase 2 but have now
started working, but on reduced
hours compared to my normal
hours before COVID-19. Can I
apply for Phase 3?

Yes but only if you returned to work with
the same employer.
So if you were working for ABC Company
and were sent on leave without pay or
your employment was terminated due to
COVID-19 but you have now returned to the

same company, however, your hours have
been reduced, then you do qualify for phase
3.
You will NOT qualify if you start work
with a NEW company because that is a new
work arrangement.

PHASE 4
Who qualifies for Phase 4?

This phase is for members who have been
unemployed from 1st October 2017 to 30th
September 2019.

How do I apply for this phase
and what documents do I have to
provide?
Members will HAVE TO apply through
the myFNPF mobile App. You will need to
register your current phone number and
email address to be able to register and
access the myFNPF app to submit your
application.

What are the minimum
requirements?

You must have a minimum of $135 in your
General Account balance.

How much will I receive?

You will only access the funds that are
available in your General Account – between
$100 and $1,100. There is no Government topup and this is a lump sum payment.

When can I apply for Phase 4?

You can apply from 31st August and
payments will be processed within five
working days from the date you submit your
application.
Why is the Fund not allowing members
that have been unemployed longer to
apply?
We will review Phase 4 after 30 days and
assess the need to extend the scheme to those
unemployed longer or not.

Why do members have to fill in a
form for every phase?
FNPF cannot allow funds to be withdrawn
from any member’s account without
authorization of the member. The forms or
application process is necessary because it
is proof of consent by the member to access
their account for withdrawal of funds for a
specific purpose.

